We have had another very busy Term in Year One which included photo day and our cross country carnival.

In Science we have been learning all about ants, worms and snails.

We went on a Safari Hunt in our school playground to see what we could find.

We have been looking after our very own worm farm by feeding our worms our Crunch and Sip scraps. We even got to sell our Worm Wee at our School Fair.

The best lesson in Science this term was when we got to observe the different insects at our desk and let them crawl around everywhere!
In Religion we have been learning all about the 'gift of learning'.

We have been thinking about all of the things we have learnt in our life so far and all of the things we will learn when we grow up.

We have also been talking about the people in our life that have taught us different things and have learnt ways to show gratitude to them.
We have continued our Investigations this term and still absolutely love them. Our dramatic play area was transformed into a Puppet Theatre this term and we have thoroughly enjoyed putting on shows for each other (I know Miss Medcalf found them VERY entertaining).
We have had the great pleasure of doing Dancesport this Term. It was a lot of fun and we really enjoyed learning the different dances.
We invited all of our wonderful mothers in for some wonderful Mother's Day activities. We got to paint their nails, massage their hands, decorate biscuits for them and draw some very entertaining portraits of them.